INSTRUCTIONS FOR RV MISTERTRAK (A30-0800)

- Remove the RV MisterTrak from the reusable storage bag and uncoil the water supply tubing from the folded RV MisterTrak assembly.

- Unfold the RV MisterTrak assembly and find the last length of track that has the “L” mister jet. This end section will be the first section to be inserted into your awning tube accessory track.

- Insert the first RV MisterTrak section into the awning accessory slot nearest the rear of the RV. Continue sliding the trak sections into the awning tube from the rear of the RV toward the front of the RV until the awning tube is full of the RV MisterTrak sections.

- The 2” piece of awning trak should be the last piece to enter the awning tube. This 2” piece of trak supports the last mister jet in the assembly.

- 25 feet of water supply tubing is connected to the last mister jet and continues on past the last 2” piece of awning trak. The tubing can be secured to the length of the awing arm and continue on to the campground water supply faucet.

- Connect the “Y” shutoff to the water supply faucet at your campsite. The “Y” will allow you to supply water to your RV and also to the RV MisterTrak.

- Connect the water pressure reducing valve to the branch of the “Y” that will supply water to the RV MisterTrak.

- Now connect the RV MisterTrak water supply tubing fitting to the pressure reducing valve. Turn the dial on the “Y” to open the flow of water to the RV MisterTrak. You are now ready to enjoy the cooling benefits of your awning RV MisterTrak.